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off, or otherwise destroying, by far the greater part of their 'negative' posses
sions. [ ... ] 

5 Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) 'The Modern Public and 
Photography' 

The essay from which this extract is taken originally formed the second section of 
Baudelaire's 'Salon of 1859' (see 11106), where it was positioned between a critique of 
those artists who over-valued technique and a celebration of the critical powers of the 
imagination. One overall theme of his review was the question of whether art makes its own 
public thus receiving the level of response it deserves; or whether the public imposes 
certain expectations upon the artist, which it is then the artist's duty to resist, so that the 
public response may be educated and improv.ed. His provisional conclusion was that 'if the 
artist makes the public stupid, the public pa's him back in kind'. The particular form of 
'stupidity' he was concerned with was 'the progressive domination of matter' and 'the 
miraculous everyday diffusion of the common run of skill', both of which he associated with 
simple-minded Naturalism. At this point photography is introduced into his argument as the 
naturalistic device par excellence 1fnd thus as both a symptom and a cause of the 
impoverishment of art's imaginative functions. Baudelaire's 'Salon de 1859' was originally 
published in the Revue Fran9aise, Paris, 10 June-20 July 1859. This version is taken from 
the translation in Jonathan May" (ed'), Art in Paris: 1845--62, London: Phaidon, 1964, 
pp. 151-5. 

[ ... ] For us the natural painter, like the natural poet, is almost a monster. The 
exclusive taste for the Tme (so noble a thing when it is limited to its proper 
applications) oppresses and stifles the taste of the Beautiful. Where one should see 
nothing but Beauty (I mean in a beautiful painting, and you can easily guess what is in 
my mind), our public looks only for Truth. The people are not artists, not naturally 
artists; philosophers perhaps, moralists, engineers, connoisseurs of instructive anec
dotes, whatever you like, but never spontaneously artists. They feel, or rather they 
judge, in stages, analytically. Other more fortunate peoples feel immediately, all at 
once, synthetically. 

1 was speaking just now of artists who seek to astonish the public. The desire to 
astonish and to be astonished is very proper. 'It is a happiness to wonder'; but also 'it 
is a happiness to dream,.l The whole question, then, if you insist that I confer upon 
you the title of artist or of connoisseur of the fine arts, is to know by what processes 
you wish to create or to feel wonder. Because the Beautiful is always wonderful, it 
would be absurd to suppose that what is wonderful is always beautiful. Now our 
public, which is singularly incapable of feeling the happiness of dreaming or of 
marvelling (a sign of its meanness of soul), wishes to be made to wonder by means 
which are alien to art, and its obedient artists bow to its taste; they try to strike, to 
surprise, to stupefy it by means of unworthy tricks, because they know that it is 
incapable of ecstasy in front of the natural devices of true art. 

During this lamentable period, a new industry arose which contributed not a little 
to confirm stupidity in its faith and to ruin whatever might remain of the divine in the 
French mind. The idolatrous mob demanded an ideal worthy ofitself and appropriate 
to its nature that is perfectly understood. In matters of painting and sculpture, the 
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present-day Credo of the sophisticated, above all in France (and 1 do not think that 
anyone at all would dare to state the contrary), is this: 'I believe in Nature, and 1 
believe only in Nature (there are good reasons for that). I believe that Art is, and 
cannot be other than, the exact reproduction of Nature (a timid and dissident sect 
would wish to exclude the more repellent objects of nature, such as skeletons or 
chamber-pots). Thus an industry that could give us a result identical to Nature would 
be the absolute of art.' A revengeful God has given ear to the prayers of this multi
tude. Daguerre was his Messiah. And now the faithful says to himself: 'Since 
Photography gives us every guarantee of exactitude that we could desire (they really 
believe that, the mad fools!), then Photography and Art are the same thing.' From that 
moment our squalid society rushed, Narcissus to a man, to gaze at its trivial image on 
a scrap of metal. A madness, an extraordinary fanaticism took possession of all these 
new sun-worshippers. Strange abominations took form. s,.bringing together a group 
of male and female clowns, got up like butchers and laundry-maids at a carnival, and 
by begging these heroes to be so kind as to hold their chance grimaces for the time 
necessary for the performance, the operator flattered himself that he was reproducing 
tragic or elegant scenes from ancient history. SOine democratic writer ought to have 
seen here a cheap method of disseminating a loathing for history and for painting 
among the people, thus committing a double sacrilege and insulting at one and the 
same time the divine art of painting and th~oble art of the actor. A little later a 
thousand hungry eyes were bending over the peepholes of the stereoscope, as though 
they were the attic-windows of the infinite. The love of pornography, which is no less 
deep-rooted in the natural heart of man than the love of himself, was not to let slip so 
fine an opportunity of self-satisfaction. And do not imagine that it was only children 
on their way back from school who took pleasure in these follies; the world was 
infatuated with them. 1was once present when some friends were discreetly conceal
ing some such pictures from a beautiful woman, a woman of high society, not of mine 

they were taking upon themselves some feeling ofdelicacy in her presence; but 'No,' 
she cried. 'Give them to me! Nothing is too much for me.' 1 swear that I heard that; 
but who will believe me? [ ... ] 

As the photographic industry was the refuge of every would-be painter, every 
painter too iIl-endowed or too lazy to complete his studies, this universal infatuation 
bore not only the mark of a blindness, an imbecility, but had also the air of a 
vengeance. 1do not believe, or at least I do not wish to believe, in the absolute success 
of such a brutish conspiracy, in which, as in all others, one finds both fools and 
knaves; but I am convinced that the ill-applied developments of photography, like all 
other purely material developments of progress, have contributed much to the 
impoverishment of the French artistic genius, which is already so scarce. In vain 
may our modern Fatuity roar, belch forth all the rumbling wind of its rotund 
stomach, spew out all the undigested sophisms with which recent philosophy has 
stuffed it from top to bottom; it is nonetheless obvious that this industry, by invading 
the territories of art, has become art's most mortal enemy, and that the confusion of 
their several functions prevents any of them from being properly fulfilled. Poetry and 
progress are like two ambitious men who hate one another with an instinctive hatred, 
and when they meet upon the same road, one of them has to give place. If 
photography is allowed to supplement art in some of its functions,. it will soon have 
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supplanted or corrupted it altogether, thanks to the stupidity of the multitude which 
is its natural ally. It is time, then, for it to return to its true duty, which is to be the 
servant of the sciences and arts - but the very humble servant, like printing or 
shorthand, which have neither created nor supplemented literature. Let it hasten to 
enrich the tourist's album and restore to his eye the precision which his memory may 
lack; let it adorn the naturalist's library, and enlarge microscopic animals; let it even 
provide information to corroborate the astronomer's hypotheses; in short, let it be the 
secretary and clerk of whoever needs an absolute factual exactitude in his profession 
up to that point nothing could be better. Let it rescue from oblivion those tumbling 
ruins, those books, prints and manuscripts which time is devouring, precious things 
whose form is dissolving and which demand a place in the archives ofour memory - it 
will be thanked and applauded. But if it be allowed to encroach upon the domain of 
the impalpable and the imaginary, upon anytlfng whose value depends solely upon 
the addition of something of a man's soul, then it will be so much the worse for us! 

I know very well that some people will retort, 'The disease which you have just 
been diagnosing is a disease of imbeciles. What man worthy of the name of artist, and 
what true connoisseur, has ever confu$d art with industry?'. I know it; and yet I will 
ask them in my turn if they believe in the contagion of good and evil, in the action of 
the mass on individuals, and in the involuntary, forced obedience of the individual to 
the mass. It is an incontestable, anJrresistible law that the artist should act upon the 
public, and that the public should react upon the artist; and besides, those terrible 
witnesses, the facts, are easy to study; the disaster is verifiable. Each day art further 
diminishes its self-respect by bowing down before external reality; each day the 
painter becomes more and mQre given to painting not what he dreams but what he 
sees. Nevertheless it is a happiness 10 dream, and it used to be a glory to express what 
one dreamt. But I ask you! does the painter still know this happiness? 

Could you find an honest observer to declare that the invasion of photography and 
the great industrial madness of our times have no part at all in this deplorable result? 
Are we to suppose that a people whose eyes are growing used to considering the 
results ofa material science as though they were the products of the beautiful, will not 
in the course of time have singularly diminished its faculties of judging and of feeling 
what are among the most ethereal and immaterial aspects of creation? 

1 Q!loted from Poe, Morella. 

6 Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-1894) 'The Stereoscope and the 
Stereograph' 

As well as being apoet and essayist, Holmes was an eminent physician. From 1847 he was 
Professor of anatomy and physiology at Harvard, and later Dean of the Medical School 
there. He was also a keen photographer. The United States was at the forefront of the 
early practice, if not the actual invention, of photography. The world's first photographic 
portrait studio opened in New York as early as March 1840. By 1850 that city had 77 
photography galleries, and more daguerreotypes were produced in the US than anywhere 
else. For Holmes the daguerreotype was miraculous, 'the most audacious, improbable, 
incredible triumph of human ingenuity'. He was particularly fascinated by the possibilities of 


